
STATE OF ILLINOIS 
COUNTY OF COOK 
 

BEFORE THE STATE BOARD OF ELECTIONS 
OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS 

 

Tim Allen 
  Complainant 
 

Vs.      Board File # 12 CD 010 
 

Stanley Zegel 
  Respondent 
 

REPORT OF EXAMINER 
 

This hearing was held as a result of a Complaint filed pursuant to “An Act to Regulate Campaign 
Financing” (Illinois Compiled Statutes, 10 ILCS 5/9-1, et seq. (hereafter referred to as the Act) alleging 
that the Respondent failed to file as a political committee.  The Complainant did not list the Campaign 
Disclosure Act provisions that were violated. Tim Allen vs. Stanley Zegel, see attached.   
 

STATES EXHIBITS 
 

To be made a part of this report, a copy of the D-4, Complaint for Violation of the Campaign Disclosure 
Act, filed on February 7, 2012, at the Board’s Chicago office, 100 W Randolph St., Ste 14-100, Chicago, 
IL 60601; Notice and Summons regarding the Complaint; Notice of the Closed Preliminary Hearing to be 
conducted in the matter, Friday, February 17, 2012, at 10:00 a.m., at the Illinois State Board of Elections 
Office, 100 W. Randolph St., Ste 14-100, Chicago, IL, 60601. 
 

COMPLAINANTS CASE –IN-CHIEF 
 

Tim Allen, the Complainant, believes Stanley Zegel is anti-districting. Mr. Zegel is the publisher of the 
the Winfield Register, which the Complainant alleges is a straight political newspaper. The Complainant 
believes that there is no coincidence in that The Winfield Register has started up again just prior to the 
upcoming election. Mr. Allen indicated that this is the 3rd time that Mr. Zegel has done something like 
this. The first time was in 2001 with a newsletter and the second time was with The Winfield Register. 
Shortly after the 2009 elections the newspaper closed (Exhibit 1). The Complainant believes that the 
newspaper closed only after it helped get elected candidates from Winfield United, a political action 
committee. Now the paper starts up again with an election being around the corner. The Complainant 
believes that the purpose for the newspaper is to promote Mr. Zegel’s political agenda (advocating against 
districting) while camouflaging his activity in the newspaper. Mr. Allen presented to the hearing officer 
some of the newspapers that were produced in 2009 and the titles he pointed to appeared to be politically 
based. He indicated that the April 3, 2009 issue even listed who you should vote for and why. He also 
indicated that the newsletter in 2001 had an election guide as well (Exhibit 2). Mr. Allen and others have 
gotten a question placed on the ballot “Shall the Village be divided into six districts with one Trustee 
elected from each district?” Winfield United, which the Complainant believes the Respondent is affiliated 
with is also against the referendum. Currently 6 of the 7 trustees in the Village are affiliated with this 
PAC and the majority of those trustees live in one area of the village. The Respondent lives in that same 
area. It is the Complainant’s belief that Mr. Zegel is using The Winfield Register to assist Winfield 
United in keeping those in that PAC in leadership. Mr. Allen introduced (Exhibit 3) which is an article 
written in 2001 about districting the area and the Respondent was for the idea at that point in time. He 
wanted to restrict the power that had been obtained by those living in the new subdivisions for they had 
the majority of the Board and they wanted the area commercialized. Now the Respondent is against 
districting, because they have the majority of the trustees and he does not want the area to be 
commercialized. The Complainant believes the Respondent has a history of being disruptive (Exhibit 4) 
and doing things his way (Exhibit 5). The Complainant alleges that Mr. Zegel has hidden behind false 



names (Exhibit 6 and 7) in the past and one of his bylines is Lionel Katz, his pet cat. The Complainant 
also believes the stories written in The Winfield Register by Our Fine Staff are also written by Mr. Zegel 
in an attempt to give the newspaper a more legitimate feeling. 
 

The Complainant does not believe The Winfield Register is a newspaper for multiple reasons. 
1. He believes the publisher, Stan Zegel, writes most, if not all of the stories. As an example the 

article called Time and Temperate in a Printed Newspaper? was written by Lionel Katz who 
happens to be Mr. Zegel’s pet cat. 

2. He is of the opinion that all of the articles are based on Mr. Zegel’s personal opinions and are 
written in a way that makes his opinions appear as they are fact. 

3. He believes the articles are primarily political in nature, especially when compared to the other 
two sources of news in the area, Winfield/Western DuPage Stuff (Exhibit 8), and the Winfield 
Post (Exhibit 9). 

4. The articles are primarily editorials and some of the biggest events are not even covered, like the 
contract dispute at the local high school. 

5. He alleges the current events in the paper are taken from the Daily Herald. 
6. He alleges that most of the ads in the paper were not purchased or were taken from other 

publications. He knows this because he indicated he called the advertisers and they did not give 
Mr. Zegel permission to run the ads. 

7. Most of the ads were done without contracts. 
8. A real newspaper publisher would not ask two candidates to withdraw from a race (Exhibit 10) 

and (Exhibit 11). 
9. Real newspapers are sent out Presorted Standard (Exhibit 8). 
10. To make the Sample Copy mailing list you have to be a registered voter. 
11. A real newspaper would not have companies demanding that they have their ads be removed, 

especially when many of them were not paid for. 
12. A real newspaper would not have one person listed in almost every article in one edition 

(Respondent Exhibit 2), especially when the Complainant had just filed a complaint about the 
newspaper just prior to the edition going out.  

13. A real newspaper would not have almost an identical layout from issue to issue. When comparing 
the 87th and 88th if you look at them both page by page the ads line up almost perfectly from one 
issue to the next.  

 

Connecting The Winfield Register and Winfield United 
1. Mr. Zegel the publisher of The Winfield Register is anti-districting and so is Winfield United. 
2. People who gave contributions to Winfield United (Exhibit 12) like Karen Skillman are against 

the referendum (Exhibit 13). 
3. Some of the contributors who have given to Winfield United (Exhibit 12) also have ads in the 

Winfield Register, such as Craig Casino the owner of Tree Green (Exhibit 14). 
4. Winfield United has purchased ads from WWW Publishing (Exhibit 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19) 

which owns The Winfield Register.  
5. Winfield United uses the newspaper as a platform to attack their opponents. 
6. A map of those who contributed to the Winfield United shows that Mr. Zegel lives in the primary 

area of those who have contributed to the PAC (Exhibit 21). 
 

How the Winfield Register will cost more than $3,000 
The Complainant believes The Winfield Register is mailed to around 4,200 households and with 
6 scheduled editions inside the 30 days prior to the election he estimates that more than $3,000 
will easily have been spent. The Complainant sent out a one page flyer that is much smaller than 
a newspaper to 1,822 residents and that cost him $930.75 (Exhibit 21).  The Complainant realizes 
that not everyone in town will receive the newspaper, but he believes Mr. Zegel has a mailing list 
compiled from the DuPage County Clerk of likely voters and that his subscribers plus those who 



receive the Sample Copy will easily reach $3,000 when 6 editions are expected to be produced 
before the election.  

RESPONDENTS CASE-IN-CHIEF 
 

Stanley Zegel, the Respondent, submitted to the hearing officer prior to the hearing an Appearance and 
Answer, an Index to the Exhibits, and 14 Exhibits. 
 

Respondent Exhibit 1: Is the 87th issue of the Winfield Register. 
Respondent Exhibit 2: Is the 88th issue of the Winfield Register. 
Respondent Exhibit 3: Is a questionnaire the Winfield Register sent out to current candidates who have 

opposition in the next election. 
Respondent Exhibit 4: Is a letter that was alleged to be sent to those who had ads in the newspaper. 
Respondent Exhibit 5: Is a post by the Complainant on his web site, Winfield411.com, that indicates the 

Respondent is using the Winfield Register to camouflage his political agenda and views. 
Respondent Exhibit 6: Is a post by the Complainant on his web site indicating that he filed a complaint 

against the Respondent. The post also listed the reasons why the Complainant believes the 
Respondent is in violation and why the State Board is going to crack down on him and anyone

 that funds him. 
Respondent Exhibit 7: Is a post by the Complainant on his web site about the Respondent and why he 

believes the Winfield Register stopped its publications. 
Respondent Exhibit 8: Is a post by the Complainant on his web site about why he generally does not agree 

with the political action committee Winfield United. 
Respondent Exhibit 9: Is a post by the Complainant on his web site alleging that some of the ads that 

were placed in the Winfield Register were free and that some of the ads were placed without the 
businesses’ permission. Additionally, the post lists those businesses that had ads in the newspaper 
and suggests that these businesses are contacted by the provided phone numbers to inform the 
businesses that they should not be associated with the Respondent or his newspaper. 

Respondent Exhibit 10: Is a post by the Complainant titled Dinosaurs With Dead Trees which is a copy 
of a Cease and Desist demand sent by the Respondent to the Complainant concerning posts on his 
blog. 

Respondent Exhibit 11: Is a post by the Complainant on his web site indicating that people need to 
continue contacting those who placed ads in the Winfield Register to notify them that the

 Respondent is a crazy man and that he is toxic to the town. Additionally, email addresses were 
supplied for contacting purposes. 

Respondent Exhibit 12: Are e-mails that were sent to the advertisers who had ads in the Winfield Register 
and allegedly some of those e-mails are from false names. 

Respondent Exhibit 13: Is a post that was on the Complainant’s web site that indicates that Steve 
Romanelli, President of a PAC called Winfield United, attacks anyone with ideas that are 
different from his organization and that he has used the Respondent and the Winfield Register as

 a political tool for attacking those who stand up to him.  
Respondent Exhibit 14: Is allegedly a map posted by the Complainant listing Stan Zegel as a Winfield 

United Member to deliberately mis-describe the Respondent. 
 

The Respondent participated in the closed preliminary hearing by telephone. Mr. Zegel indicated that The 
Winfield Register was started because all of the other weekly newspapers pulled out of Winfield. He 
believes The Winfield Register’s news stories, and editorials do not constitute electioneering 
communications. The Respondent also believes that electioneering communications are a required 
element before the obligation to form a ballot initiative committee comes into place. Therefore, the 
Winfield Register has no obligation to form as a committee, because they are a legitimate news 
organization and their news stories, commentary, and editorials are not electioneering communications. 
Additionally, the Respondent indicated that The Winfield Register is not owned or controlled by a 
political party, political committee, or a candidate. The newspaper has put out 88 issues since 2007 and 



has many news releases and stories. The Respondent indicated that the articles are not always political in 
nature and that articles like the one on the Civil War are not simply fillers as the Complainant alleges. The 
Respondent believes the Complainant is trying to purposefully close down The Winfield Register by 
attacking those who put ads in the newspaper for he does not have the same political views and ideas as 
the Complainant. Mr. Zegel indicated that Mr. Allen has already starved off the newspaper once by going 
after those who put ads in the paper back in 2009 and he is at it again as showcased in Respondent 
Exhibits 4, 9, 10, 11 12. The Respondent indicated that the articles written by Our Fine Staff are typically 
from volunteers that want to help out, but are afraid of being harassed by the Complainant and those 
associated with him. Mr. Zegel indicated that he had given out some advertising space for free in the 
newspaper and with this he was trying to show businesses what he could do for them and he was also 
trying to help some of those local businesses that are feeling these hard economical times. Mr. Zegel 
indicated that he does not have contracts regarding all of the ads, but he has always obtained permission 
from the businesses prior to placing the ads. He indicated that sometimes it was from the owners and 
sometimes it was from the manager, but he always had permission. Mr. Zegel indicated that the 
newspaper has never received a complaint about mis-reporting and that the newspaper is intended to 
inform the residents of Winfield on all matters not just political. Mr. Zegel also indicated that The 
Winfield Register also promotes a forum in which the views of candidates and the partisans of ballot 
questions may be publicized. The newspaper also puts out a Voter’s Guide before each election which 
includes every office on the ballot within their service area that is produced through the information that 
is gathered in a questionnaire (Respondent Exhibit 3). The newspaper will also run pro and con articles 
written by partisans on each side of referendum questions. Mr. Zagel said the newspaper will endorse 
candidates and take a position on the referendum in future editions, which is permissible for a newspaper 
to do. In explaining the reason why Mr. Allen’s name appears in many of the articles in the 88th edition of 
the newspaper (Respondent Exhibit 2) Mr. Zegel indicated that Mr. Allen is currently involved in many of 
the situations happening in the town of Winfield and therefore his name appeared multiple times in that 
edition. 
 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

In attempting to determine if the activities of The Winfield Register and Stan Zegel, the publisher, would 
establish the need for them to establish a ballot initiative committee a few things need to be considered. 
 

The first item that I believe needs to be considered is whether contributions or expenditures were made 
during any 12 month period in support of or in opposition to any question of public policy to be submitted 
to the electors. It is the opinion of the hearing officer that the Complainant did not provide sufficient 
material or information to support a finding that more than $3,000 was raised or spent at this point in time 
by The Winfield Register. I believe the Complainant is correct in his assumption that more than $3,000 
will be spent on producing the newspaper with additional editions, however $3,000 must be raised or 
spent prior to a ballot initiative committee being required to be filed. Furthermore, I am not saying the 
funds that have been spent in producing and mailing the newspaper or the funds that came in from the 
sale of ads were in support of or in opposition to a question on the ballot, but rather the Complainant has 
not shown that more than $3,000 was raised or spent at this time. 
 

The second item that I believe needs to be looked is the definition of an electioneering communication in 
relation to a question of public policy and the exemptions. Electioneering communications means, any 
broadcast, cable, or satellite communication, including radio, television, or Internet communication, that 
refers to a clearly identified question of public policy that will appear on the ballot, is made 30 days 
before a primary election, is targeted to the relevant electorate, and is susceptible to no reasonable 
interpretation other than as an appeal to vote for or against a question of public policy. Furthermore, 
electioneering communications does not include a communication, other than an advertisement, appearing 
in a news story, commentary, or editorial distributed through the facilities of any legitimate news 
organization, unless the facilities are owned or controlled by any political party, political committee, or a 
question of public policy. This exception now makes us look at two different items. 



 
1. Is The Winfield Register distributed through the facilities of a legitimate news organization? 

 

First of all I do not believe the State Board of Elections would be the appropriate body to determine if The 
Winfield Register is a legitimate news organization, but from the information that I have gathered it 
appears The Winfield Register, which is owned by WWW Publishing Inc, and ran by Stan Zegel, would 
be a newspaper. In the opinion of the hearing officer it could be described as a tabloid newspaper, but it 
would still be a newspaper. The Winfield Register does appear to have a history of concentrating on 
political items, however that does not mean it is not a newspaper. Furthermore, what The Winfield 
Register included in its editions back in 2009 is not relevant in the opinion of the hearing officer for that 
has no bearing on what they have done in the last 12 months to potentially create the need to file as a 
committee. Therefore, it is the opinion of the hearing officer that The Winfield Register is a legitimate 
newspaper and is exempt from having to file as a political committee as long as it is not controlled by a 
political committee which brings me to the next item. 
 

2. Is The Winfield Register controlled by Winfield United? 
 

The Complainant has presented similarities between those who support Winfield United and Stan Zegel 
and The Winfield Register for that matter, however that does not conclude that they are affiliated with 
each other. Furthermore, Mr. Zegel stated during the hearing multiple times and on a notarized 
Appearance and Answer that he is not a member of Winfield United and that The Winfield Register is not 
controlled by Winfield United.  
 

For the forgoing reasons I recommend that the complaint be found to not have been filed upon justifiable 
grounds and this matter not proceed to a public hearing. In relation to the Respondent’s request that the 
Complainant be referred to the DuPage County State’s Attorney for prosecution for filing a willful false 
complaint I recommend the Board take no such action. 
 
 
 
 

 
___________________________________________________ 

Andy Nauman – Hearing Officer 
February 18, 2012 

 


